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The  impact  of  massive  episodes  of  trauma
upon societies occupies much scholarly attention
these  days  and  with  good  reason.  This  centu‐
ry--"the  American  century"--is  not  one  to  boast
about. Despite monumental advances in technolo‐
gy,  science,  and  living  standards,  catastrophic
wars and massacres have eroded attempts to sim‐
ply assume that the advance of civilization can in‐
evitably lead to the end of barbarism. Conclusions
about the century must inevitably be ironic rather
than optimistic.  Political  and cultural  life  in the
developed nations of the world at least tend to re‐
flect this sense of sarcasm and uncertainty. Mean‐
ings tend to be twisted and tangled. What nations
stand for is by no means clear or clearly articulat‐
ed. 

Arthur Neal's effort to explore the impact of
traumatic  events  upon  modern  America,  there‐
fore,  is  a  welcome  contribution  to  our  under‐
standing of just how disruptive events like wars,
depressions,  or  political  assassinations  alter  the
stability of social life.  Neal is strongest when he
moves  through  the  theoretical  realm  of  "events
that had a major impact on the institutional struc‐

ture of society." He argues that national traumas
are events that disrupt a social system to such an
extent that it commands the attention of all citi‐
zens and subgroups. National traumas do to a na‐
tion, in Neal's opinion, what personal traumas do
to individuals.  They alter the collective sense of
stability and replace feelings of safety and securi‐
ty with perceptions of danger,  chaos,  and crisis.
He explains carefully that the difference between
a national trauma (like World War II) and a per‐
sonal one (like the death of a loved one) is that the
former is shared with other citizens. 

Neal recognizes that nations as well as indi‐
viduals can be scared by such events. Thus, he at‐
tempts to look at the impact and legacy of cata‐
strophic incidents on both national and personal
levels of experience. He suggests that people can‐
not ignore or dismiss a national trauma and that
such affairs almost inevitably lead to attitudes of
anxiety, anger, sadness, and fear on both a private
and public basis. In part, these feelings are the re‐
sult of a resulting crisis in meaning as boundaries
between order and chaos, good and evil, and the
sacred  and  profane  become  "fragile."  Everyday



life loses whatever capacity it has to sustain no‐
tions of a stable present and future. He further ar‐
gues  that  "under conditions  of  national  trauma,
the moral underpinnings of a society" are subject
to review. And because of this potential for moral
chaos, nations often attempt to restore a sense of
order by creating sacred symbols, such as Arling‐
ton National  Cemetery  or  the  Vietnam Veterans
Memorial,  that  acknowledge  the  sacrifices  that
have been made on a personal  level  and trans‐
form a sense of personal loss into some notion of
national or collective good. 

The  value  of  Neal's  theoretical  discussion,
however, is not brought to bear upon the discus‐
sion  of  specific  traumatic  episodes  such  as  the
"The Great Depression," "The Japanese Attack on
Pearl Harbor," "The Communist Menace," "The As‐
sassination of  President  Kennedy,"  or  "The Viet‐
nam  War."  Neal  has  interesting  things  to  say
about each of these affairs and others but his dis‐
cussions tend to recapitulate what the historic de‐
tails of these events were more than explore the
ways in which they caused anxiety and fear on a
personal  and  collective  basis  and  the  ways  in
which they were recalled and forgotten. Thus, he
tells  us about the economic hardship caused by
the Great Depression and the fact that it effective‐
ly undercut ideals of material progress that domi‐
nated the 1920s. But we get no systematic exami‐
nation of how the event was internalized by vic‐
tims  or  by  the  wider  culture. It  seems  that  it
would  be  more  than  appropriate  here  to  offer
some explanation of what American culture did
with the depression. Certainly much of it was for‐
gotten during the prosperity of World War II, as
Neal says. But there is a substantial body of work
that explores how the legacy of the thirties was in‐
ternalized among its victims that is not pursued
here.  For  instance,  homeownership  became  a
highly esteemed among those who lost or almost
lost their homes during the decade. And one won‐
ders why visitation to the Franklin D.  Roosevelt

Memorial in Washington is so strong if the trauma
of the depression was so forgotten. 

The same patterns is evident in the book's dis‐
cussions about World War II and Vietnam. We get
more  about  history  and  less  about  trauma  and
memory.  It  is  surprising  in  a  chapter  on World
War II to read nothing about the high anxiety that
marked the immediate postwar years over the ex‐
istence of the atomic bomb or the tremendously
large  cultural  discussion  that  took  place  in  the
American cinema. One need only watch the film
The  Sands  of  Iwo  Jima closely  to  realize  that
Americans were by no means ready to completely
put the trauma of the conflict behind them. In this
feature film, a marine hero is constantly criticized
for his devotion to the corps and his indifferent
attitude toward his family. This study has more to
say about Vietnam Veterans Memorial and, there‐
fore, about remembering that war. Neal does cap‐
ture the sense of opposition to traditional or hero‐
ic patterns of remembering war that marked the
origins  of  the  monument.  But  we  do  not  get  a
more  nuanced  discussion  of  the  political  poles
that had to be reconciled before the monument
was built;  the image of  the war in the national
culture remains unexplored. 

Neal  concludes  with  an  essay  on  collective
memory and makes the point that national trau‐
mas prove that "the social order is fragile and sub‐
ject to disruptions in unexpected ways." I certain‐
ly agree with this point. But the concern of this so‐
cial psychologist with the "social" to the exclusion
of the political and the cultural appears to limit
the potential of his basic paradigm to fully explain
how trauma disrupts national societies and forces
efforts at reconstructing the social order. It is the
rich dimension of the cultural politics of trauma,
anxiety,  disruption and reconstruction that  begs
for attention here. 

For instance, scholars now recognize that na‐
tional discourses have been dominated in recent
decades by the tropes of enemies and victims. In
the  aftermath  of  two world  wars,  citizens  have
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looked for explanations for all of the death, car‐
nage, bombings, and genocides. In some cases, ex‐
treme attempts have been made to distance a na‐
tion  or  its  people  from  responsibility  for  death
and devastation, in part because trauma was of‐
ten perpetrated by one group of citizens against
another  within  a  nation.  I  would  suggest  that
among  the  major  disruptions  that  Neal  talks
about in this century was the recognition that evil
or violent enemies were potentially everywhere--
inside and outside national boundaries. Neal gets
at this issue somewhat when he talks of the fear
of communism after World War II. But the prob‐
lem must be taken to a much higher level of ab‐
straction: how is the ongoing problem of violence
managed and understood in a national  culture?
How is the existence of all forms of violence ex‐
plained and what  explanations dominate others
in a given time? And how is the existence of some
forms of violence forgotten or ignored? 

We  have  some  striking  clues  about  this.  In
postwar Japan, national responsibility for atroci‐
ties was kept from public discussion in favor of
images that portrayed the Japanese as victims (im‐
plicitly of an American enemy). In Germany after
World War II,  the Holocaust  was largely denied
and many Germans transformed themselves into
victims by arguing that  they too suffered at  the
hands of the "Nazis." Yet, there is oral history evi‐
dence of feelings of personal guilt and shame on
the  part  of  ordinary  Japanese  and German citi‐
zens. Thus, there is a real need to explicitly com‐
pare public and private forms of remembering of
traumatic  events.  In  the  United  States,  public
memorials  over World War II  tended to convey
images of heroism and patriotic sacrifice. Narra‐
tives  in  popular  culture,  however,  opened up a
vast discussion of how the war victimized Ameri‐
cans themselves and revealed their own proclivi‐
ty for violence. Anyone who thinks that the entire
World War II  generation felt  like those who op‐
posed the original plans for the Enola Gay com‐
memoration at the Smithsonian should read Nor‐

mal Mailer's The Naked and the Dead or Arthur
Miller's All My Sons. 

But that is not all. If the discourse over ene‐
mies  and  victims  is  central  to  nations  like  the
United States today, we need to know what discus‐
sions have been put aside. In the 1930s, the politi‐
cal culture was dominated by arguments over the
rights of workers and the need for government to
insure  a  just  society  as  a  basis  of  national
progress.  What  happened  to  the  discourse  be‐
tween  the  classes  or  the  one  over  rights  and
progress? And how were versions of the past in‐
voked to bolster the claims of one side or another?
Certainly many films of the thirties invoked mem‐
ories of past American traumas like the Civil War
to reinforce faith that trauma (and economic dev‐
astation) could be overcome in the present as it
was in the past. Memories of trauma calmed reali‐
ties of trauma. Who was responsible for such ex‐
ercises  in  cultural  gymnastics  and  how  is  that
process  sustained  today?  Indeed,  Neal  has  con‐
tributed to a central  issue of  our times,  but the
overall quest for understanding how societies and
nations rework trauma has a long way to go. 

Copyright  (c)  1998  by  H-Net,  all  rights  re‐
served.  This  work may be copied for  non-profit
educational use if proper credit is given to the au‐
thor and the list. For other permission, please con‐
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If there is additional discussion of this review, you may access it through the network, at
https://networks.h-net.org/h-pol 
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